Context. Patient-centered outcome measures (PCOMs) are an important way of promoting patient-professional communication. However, evidence regarding their implementation in palliative care is limited, as is evidence of the impact on care quality and outcomes.
Introduction
By measuring the change in a patient's health status over time, heath-related outcome measures 1 allow us to assess the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of health care. Internationally, there is a growing emphasis on outcome measurement rather than process management in health care. This shift to outcome measurement enables the effectiveness of health care interventions to be assessed at individual and population levels. 2 Patientreported outcome measures (PROMs) are a form of outcome measure and comprise standardized validated questionnaires that are completed by patients to measure their perceptions of their own health status and wellbeing. 3 These improve emphasis on person-centered care.
Because of their patient-centered nature, PROMs are increasingly used in palliative care. 4 However, one of the important challenges to their use in palliative care is that a proportion of palliative care patients have impaired cognition and/or are too unwell to complete outcome measures themselves. This varies by setting: In a hospice study, 57% of patients required help in completing outcome measures, 5 and in some conditions, such as end-of-life care in patients with advanced dementia or those otherwise unable to communicate, self-reporting is virtually impossible. 6, 7 Focusing on patient-reported measures alone runs the risk of excluding these less well patients; proxy outcome measures completed by families and professionals have been shown to be useful and need to be considered in this context. 8 Patient-centeredness has been highlighted by previous authors as key to outcome measurement in palliative care. 9, 10 To reflect this reality, we adopt the term ''patient-centered outcome measures'' (PCOMs) to encompass both patient-reported and proxy-reported measures, which nevertheless have a prime focus on the concerns important to patients. We use the term PCOMs throughout this article to refer to patient-and proxy-reported outcome measures.
The case for patient-centered outcome measurement is strong, but integration of outcome measurement into routine practice has proved challenging. In a recent systematic review, Antunes et al. 11 noted barriers and facilitators in the implementation of PCOMs in palliative care and suggested that these need to be addressed in future implementation projects. A key factor in the implementation of PCOMs into routine practice is the way in which PCOMs information is used. This is because PCOMs information must be successfully collected and transferred between patient and clinician in a form that is easy to integrate into shared decision making. 12, 13 This can only occur after data have been captured successfully.
In some settings, notably oncology, there is growing evidence on the use and usefulness of PCOMs, 14e17 but in palliative care, the effectiveness of PCOMs by themselves in improving patient outcomes is as yet unclear in two ways: First, as Antunes et al. recognized in their systematic review, there is limited consensus on which method of data collection is most amenable to successful information transfer and feedback. 11 Many different methods of data capture have been used, from pencil-and-paper surveys and paper forms with optical readers to electronic pens with wireless links and tablet-or internet-based rapid learning questionnaires with visual reports. Many electronic methods have been shown to be equivalent to paper in terms of completion rate and acceptability, 18 but the range used in palliative care populations and the effect that modality might have on data capture, transfer, and feedback in palliative care are less well documented.
Second, although several reviews of the general literature address this question, 12, 19, 20 evidence for how PCOMs impact on processes and outcomes of care in palliative care is limited. It could be argued that completion of these measures facilitates patient reporting and clinician recognition of health care need and that consequently clinicians would be better equipped to address patients' needs. If needs are more comprehensively addressed, then health outcomes should improve. However, this hypothesis requires further testing. What is needed is a review of the evidence on PCOMs implementation in palliative care populations, including the effect of feeding back PCOMs information.
Therefore, in this review, we aimed to understand the methods by which PCOMs data are captured, transferred, and fed back in palliative care populations and to determine the effect of PCOMs feedback on processes and outcomes of care.
Methods
As detailed in the following sections, we performed a systematic search of the literature and quality assessment of articles in line with standard systematic review protocols. 21 
Search Strategy
Our search strategy (reported in Figure 1 in accordance with the PRISMA guidelines 21 ) included a systematic search of databases, hand searching of reference and citation lists of relevant articles, searching databases of gray literature, and contact with researchers where required.
Database Search. We used a combination of previously used search strategies to identify PCOMs 22e24 and modified these based on scoping searches to increase sensitivity to articles that focused primarily on information transfer and feedback of these measures. To identify articles relevant to palliative care populations, we incorporated a search strategy adapted from that used by Sladek et al. 25 As outcome measurement was defined in 1980 1 and PCOMs began to be used in the late 1980s, we excluded articles published before 1985, as previous work has done. 11 Databases searched were Medline (Ovid), Embase, PsycINFO, CINAHL, and British Nursing Index from 1985 to October 2013. The searches were conducted between October 6 and 8, 2013.
Hand Searching Reference and Citation Lists. Evidencebased search strategies for palliative care articles have been shown to have a relatively low sensitivity. 25 Therefore, we hand searched both reference and citation lists of relevant articles to identify further articles for inclusion. Reference and citation list searching was done for relevant review articles found in our database searches (n ¼ 29), all included articles (n ¼ 16), and selected relevant articles known to the research team (n ¼ 13). Reference and citation list searching was completed between November 1 and December 18, 2013. Our reference and citation list search did not include ''related citations'' lists in databases such as PubMed, and so on.
Unpublished Literature. We searched dissertations and theses via the British Library database and the DART European thesis database (all dates) to capture unpublished literature in this area. Beyond this, gray literature searching has been shown to provide poor returns in palliative care. 26 Personal Contact. Using departmental contacts, we contacted experts in the field of outcome measurement in palliative care. We also contacted authors of promising conference abstracts identified in our search to identify further articles.
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
A pilot test was conducted with five multiprofessional researchers to refine our inclusion/exclusion criteria. The pilot showed that a two-tier review structure was required to answer our review questions. At Level 1 of the review, we identified publications that commented on the method of data capture of PCOMs in palliative care. A subset of these publications described in detail the process of capture, transfer, and feedback of PCOMs data and the effects on processes and outcomes of caredthe Level 2 articles. Therefore, we had two levels of inclusion and exclusion criteria.
For Level 1 of the review, inclusion criteria were the use of PCOMs, description of the methods of data capture, and applicability to a palliative care population. We reviewed a number of existing definitions of PROMs 3, 19, 27 and used these to produce our own definition of a PCOM as a ''standardized, validated questionnaire that is completed by a patient or their proxy to measure their perceptions of the patient's functional status and well-being and with a prime focus on the concerns important to patients.'' A palliative care population was defined as patients receiving specialist or generalist palliative care input in any health care setting or patients with advanced lifelimiting or terminal illness (including studies recruiting >50% of patients with advanced/metastatic cancer). We used a very broad definition of palliative care to assess evidence on generalist and specialist palliative care in a wide range of advanced illnesses.
Level 1 exclusion criteria were articles without any detail on methods of data capture, those not applicable to palliative care, articles in languages other than English, and review articles. Level 1 articles were briefly reviewed with the main aim being to report the range of methods that are currently used to collect PCOMs data in palliative care populations.
All Level 2 articles needed to fulfill the Level 1 criteria. Additionally, inclusion criteria were 1) serial measurement of PCOMs in a clinical setting, 2) the main focus of the article was on capture and information transfer of PCOMs, and 3) the article addressed at least two of the following points: How information on PCOMs data was transferred from/fed back to patients, the impact of this transfer of information on clinician practice, the attitudes of both parties toward the measurement/information transfer, and/or the effect on outcomes.
Exclusion criteria for Level 2 articles were insufficient information on any of the aforementioned criteria or a pilot study that was focused purely on feasibility or validity of a measurement system. 28 We did not limit our inclusion to randomized trials, as we expected a proportion of the evidence to be from studies of other design. Level 2 articles underwent full data extraction and quality assessment before synthesis of evidence.
Screening of Results
Search results were imported into Endnote X6 (Thomson Reuters, UK) and deduplicated. Remaining articles were screened by title and abstract by two reviewers (S. N. E. and W. K.). Reviewers screened different articles with 10% cross-checking at each level to ensure agreement. Disagreement was resolved by discussion within the research team and consensus opinion. Articles selected for full-text review were assessed for eligibility by a single reviewer (S. N. E.); 10% were checked with a second reviewer (W. K.). Articles included at Level 1 were reassessed against Level 2 criteria (S. N. E.), with a further 10% cross-checking (W. K.)
Data Extraction
Data extraction was undertaken by two reviewers (S. N. E. and W. K.) for all Level 1 articles, with 25% cross-checking to ensure consistency. Data regarding outcome measures used, method of data capture, sample size, disease group, setting, and where available, completion rate were extracted.
At Level 2, detailed data were extracted by two reviewers based on an agreed and piloted proforma (J. W. extracted data for five articles and S. N. E. for 11 articles). A third reviewer (W. K.) cross-checked data extraction across all articles to ensure consistency. Data regarding primary and secondary outcomes, information transfer and feedback, randomization methods, impacts on process and outcomes of care, acceptability, and feasibility were extracted.
Quality Assessment
All articles selected for inclusion into the review at Level 2 were assessed for quality. There are no universally accepted guidelines or criteria against which to measure study quality, especially when included articles are not all expected to be randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Factors assessed as important in this review were a clear study design and background, details of population and inclusion to the study including the level of participation, and appropriateness and generalizability of conclusions. We were also interested in the inclusion and completion rates of studies, as in some cases this can be a proxy indicator for the acceptability of the intervention (although care must be taken when interpreting loss to follow-up and missing data in palliative care trials 29 ). We decided that the modified Edwards et al. criteria were well suited for this review because they take much of this information into account, and this is also the only scale that allows assessment of both interventional and observational studies. 30, 31 Based on their percentage Edwards score, we classified articles as low (<60%), medium (60% e80%), or high (>80%) quality.
Analysis
Narrative synthesis was planned as results were expected to be heterogeneous in terms of outcomes addressed. 32 Therefore, data from included studies were initially tabulated and common themes identified. After this, conceptual mapping allowed us to map and further investigate common themes between articles. This method has been recommended for reviews containing complex data. 33 Tabulation and conceptual mapping led to a synthesis of the data. The strength of evidence for each synthesized theme was assessed on a three-point scale. This was based on the quality of articles contributing to the finding, agreement between contributing articles, and quantity of evidence, as used by a previous systematic review in palliative care. 34 
Results
Our database search produced 6580 results after deduplication, from which we identified 367 articles for full-text review ( Figure 2 ). We identified a further 65 articles from other sources for full-text review. One hundred eighty-four of these articles fulfilled our Level 1 inclusion criteria.
Level 1: Methods of Data Capture
The 184 Level 1 articles comprised 79 (43%) observational studies (including 53 [29%] cross-sectional and 26 [14%] longitudinal), 43 (23%) intervention studies (including 28 [15%] RCTs and 15 (8%) non-RCTs), 39 (21%) pilot studies, 19 (10%) validation studies, and four (2%) other designs including methodological studies. The articles referred to work with 70,466 patients. A total of 38.84% of patients (n ¼ 27,374) were recruited from specialist palliative care settings (i.e., hospices, specialist palliative care in community) and 38.35% of patients (n ¼ 27,024) from oncology settings (i.e., oncology inpatients, outpatients, or community oncology); 19.53% of patients (n ¼ 13,763) were from two major studies of hospital inpatients with serious advanced illness and 3.27% of patients (n ¼ 2305) were recruited to studies of other specific advanced illnesses including renal, cardiac, neurologic diseases, and AIDS.
One hundred twenty-two different PCOMs were used in these articles; the three most frequently used measures were the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire-Core 30 (EORTC QLQ-C30, n ¼ 38 studies), 35 the Edmonton Symptom Assessment System (ESAS, n ¼ 27), 36 and the Palliative care Outcome Scale (POS, n ¼ 14). 37 Eighty-nine studies (49%) used a paper format for collection of PCOMs data, 44 (24%) used electronic formats, 44 (24%) used interviews, 16 (9%) used telephones, and three (2%) solely used proxy completion of PCOMs (some studies used multiple formats). Several electronic formats were used, most frequently tablet computers (n ¼ 21), internet platforms (n ¼ 9), electronic pens (n ¼ 6), and desktop computers (n ¼ 6).
Level 2: Capture, Transfer, and Feedback of PCOMs Data
Of the 184 Level 1 articles, 16 articles, corresponding to 13 studies, fulfilled Level 2 criteria for inclusion and, therefore, were reviewed in detail (Table 1) . 5,7,38e51 These studies included 11 RCTs, one quasiexperimental study, 5 one large-scale implementation project, 50 and one preliminary study (included alongside the subsequent RCT). 39 A total of 2839 patients were included, the large majority (93%) of whom had advanced cancer; 1638 patients (58%) were recruited from oncology clinics, 930 (33%) from palliative home care services, 72 (2.5%) from hospices, and 181 (6.5%) from nursing homes. Article quality assessment found seven articles of high quality (>80% using modified Edwards et al. criteria); these were predominantly clinical trials in an oncology setting. There were five medium-quality and four low-quality articles. Figure 3 summarizes the scope of the review evidence, indicating the populations studied, the outcome measures used, the methods of completion and feedback of PCOMs, and the outcomes that were measured.
Effect on Processes and Outcomes of Care
All studies addressed at least one process or outcome of care (Table 1) . Processes assessed included patient-professional communication, the understanding by professionals of patient's quality of life (QOL; assessed by congruence between patient and professional health-related quality of life [HRQOL] scores), reporting and recognition of symptoms, and actions taken in response to identified health care need. We found that PCOMs data capture and feedback led to increased reporting/recognition of symptoms (strong evidence), greater congruence between patient and professional HRQOL scores (moderate Chih (U.S.) 49 Outpatient oncology Are caregivers with access to a clinician report better prepared and experience less physical burden and less negative mood than those without access?
Pooled analysis of two randomized trials (one for breast/prostate cancer patients; one for lung cancer patients) to explore the effect of a clinician report and alert system on caregiver outcomes at six-and 12-month follow-up.
Medium quality
Primary outcome: comparison of caregiver preparedness, physical burden, and negative mood at six and 12 months between intervention and control. Result: improved caregiver outcomes at six months. Articles with the same superscript letters relate to the same research study. evidence), and a larger number of actions taken based on HRQOL data (strong evidence; Figure 4 ). Outcomes assessed were overall HRQOL, symptom burden, and emotional/psychological QOL. We found that PCOMs data capture and feedback improved psychological and emotional HRQOL for patients (moderate evidence) and carers (weak evidence) but found no improvement in symptom burden (moderate evidence), and no change in overall HRQOL was demonstrated (strong evidence; Figure 5 ).
Acceptability and Feasibility
The included articles contained limited evidence on the acceptability and feasibility of completing and feeding back PCOMs. Five articles 38, 39, 41, 42, 47 reported on acceptability to patients. The main findings were that patients found the intervention ''helpful in discussing important issues/telling professionals how they were feeling'' (weighted mean 69%) and that patients ''would use PCOMs feedback as part of standard care'' (weighted mean 88%). Six articles 5,39,46e48 reported on acceptability to professionals with mixed results. In two articles, 38, 46 a weighted mean of 51% stated that HRQOL summaries facilitated communication and 77% said that an HRQOL summary provided a useful overall impression of patients' experience. Another reported a ''generally favourable impression of PCOMs feedback'' 39 and a fourth that ''Teams were generally receptive to the intervention.'' 48 There was some negative feedback: In one article, 19% stated that the intervention ''interfered with their daily practice.'' 47 Another article found that nurses had ''difficulty completing [the] intervention protocol due to time constraints.'' 5 Other articles exist that comment solely on the acceptability and feasibility of PCOMs implementation. 52, 53 However, these did not meet the inclusion criteria, and comprehensive synthesis of this evidence is outside the scope of this review.
Discussion
This review systematically identifies and synthesizes evidence on the implementation of PCOMs in palliative care populations. To our knowledge, our findings describe for the first time current capture and feedback of PCOMs data in palliative care, including the range of settings in which PCOMs are implemented and the methods of data capture and feedback that are used in palliative care.
We demonstrate strong evidence for an effect of PCOMs feedback on processes of health care that allows more responsive and holistic care. Specifically, the data show that 1) there is more comprehensive recognition of symptoms, 2) there is greater communication regarding HRQOL, and 3) clinicians take more actions (as evidenced by referral activity) in response to HRQOL information, if this is routinely fed back to them. We present moderate evidence that feedback of PCOMs data has a beneficial effect on patients' emotional and psychological HRQOL. However, there is evidence from several publications that PCOMs feedback does not affect overall HRQOL and moderate evidence that there is no effect on overall symptom burden.
We also present evidence regarding the acceptability of PCOMs data capture and transfer to patients and clinicians. This is not comprehensive; however, data demonstrate that the intervention is largely acceptable in palliative care populations.
An important consideration is that this high-quality evidence related to PCOMs measurement in palliative care populations is predominantly from oncology patients in outpatient settings. This finding resulted despite the use of a wide definition of palliative care in this research. This limits the generalizability to other populations. In addition, there is no guaranteed level of palliative care support that oncology outpatients will receive.
There is also limited evidence on the effects of feedback of PCOMs data to multidisciplinary teams, rather than single physicians or nurses.
Our findings support those of systematic reviews from other settings, which also have shown that PCOMs data capture and feedback result in improved processes of care. 14, 19, 20, 23 In their review of PCOMs in oncology, Chen et al. demonstrated that well-implemented PCOMs improved patient-provider communication and detection of unrecognized problems. 14 In reviews of the general literature, Espallargues et al. 20 and Marshall et al. 19 noted some process of care benefits attributed to PCOMs use. The mechanism for how PCOMs feedback affects processes of care has been considered. 13 In one sense, PCOMs can act as a reminder to clinicians to address particular areas and appear to work well in this regard. This ''reminder effect'' is particularly evident in symptom alerts, which notify clinicians if a patient's symptom either crosses a threshold of severity or worsens significantly.
We also demonstrate evidence that PCOMs feedback does impact on health care outcomes in palliative care. This is in contrast to systematic reviews in more general populations in which Boyce and Browne 23 and Greenhalgh and Meadows 12 reported a weak evidence base for effect of PCOMs on patient health care outcomes in studies that addressed this issue. The evidence we have collated shows some beneficial effect of PCOMs feedback on emotional and psychological HRQOL in five of 16 articles. This novel finding has many possible explanations and requires further investigation. Possible explanations include that PCOMs use resulted in increased attention to emotional/psychological QOL. This is supported by the finding that some studies saw increased discussion of emotional/psychological issues when PCOMs data were fed back. 44 However, there was also more physical symptom reporting with no similar effect on outcomes. 45, 48 One article 42 found that regular monitoring of distress alone (without other intervention) reduced distress, and another possible explanation is that the process of feeding back PCOMs may allow patients to feel better supported and reduces distress and anxiety in this way. We found evidence of no effect of PCOMs feedback on overall HRQOL, and this is consistent with the conclusions of previous reviews in other health care settings. 20, 23 Existing reviews have also concluded that there is insufficient evidence to definitively address this issue. 19, 23 Two articles included in this review argue that the explanation for this absence of effect is that the intervention of PCOMs data capture and feedback is insufficient to change physical HRQOL. 43, 45 However, there are many other possible theories behind the lack of impact of PCOMs, and these have been discussed elsewhere. 13 Our review has a number of strengths. Our search strategy was systematic, including searches of multiple databases and several other sources, and was informed by previously tested strategies. This was supplemented with extensive reference and citation searching, which allowed inclusion of articles published very recently. 41 The review team comprised a multiprofessional team of expert clinicians and researchers, and this aided the development of the review question, protocol, analysis, and synthesis of findings. Furthermore, our two-level review strategy allowed us to appraise the evidence from a general as well as specific perspective.
Effect of feedback of PCOMs data on processes of care
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Some limitations to this study should be noted. First, our methods were limited by the fact that only a subset of articles was independently reviewed by two reviewers during the screening process. Although we made efforts to ensure agreement between reviewers by crosschecking a subset of articles at each stage, it is possible that reviewers differed slightly in their interpretation of the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
In addition, the main focus of our search strategy was on identifying articles that provided detailed information about the data capture and feedback of PCOMs information and the impact of this. This means that although we are confident that we have accessed articles relevant to Level 2 of the review systematically and comprehensively, some evidence relevant to the more basic Level 1 of the review may not have Evidence:
Posi ve Fuchs-Lacelle: improvement in pain scores Hill: improved symptoms within groups
No difference in overall symptom burden between groups Lind: no difference in pain scores
Summary of evidence: no effect on symptom burden been included. Efforts were made to search unpublished literature; however, it is possible that some studies with negative results were unpublished because of publication bias and thus not included in this review. 54 The focused search strategy also meant that our Level 2 inclusion criteria were narrow, including only articles that provided information relevant to very specific questions about the transfer and feedback of PCOMs data. This limits the generalizability of our findings, and we cannot comment on the more general topic of PCOMs implementation.
Strength of evidence +/++
In terms of assessment of study quality, we used a scale suitable for assessing both intervention and observational studies as we had been expecting to capture a variety of study designs. However, in the final sample, the large majority of articles included at Level 2 were experimental or quasi-experimental in design. It could be argued that quality assessment criteria specific to experimental designs may have been more useful. Despite this, we consider that the modified Edwards et al. criteria do contain enough items relevant to experimental designs to remain appropriate for this review.
Several of the included articles addressed the acceptability of PCOMs as an intervention. In general, there seemed to be high levels of acceptability; however, because our search strategy was not specifically directed at acceptability, we did not capture all the evidence regarding acceptability of PCOMs use. A number of articles that addressed this issue did not meet the inclusion criteria in other ways.
As the distribution of evidence from Level 1 of this review shows, PCOMs implementation in palliative care is widespread, and many measures have been and are being developed for palliative care patients. Although we have shown in Level 1 that PCOMs are widely used in many different health settings and disease groups, the evidence for the impact on processes and outcomes of care comes from a less widely distributed population. The Level 2 articles are dominated by clinical trials in patients with cancer (11 of 13 studies), and most patients were recruited from outpatient oncology settings. There is very little evidence from patients with nonmalignant disease or multimorbidity at Level 2.
As well as deriving from a limited, mainly oncology, population, the Level 2 evidence also maps poorly onto the global population in need of palliative care, which comprises 34% cancer, 38% cardiovascular disease, and 10% chronic obstructive pulmonary disease as its three largest disease groups. 55 More evidence is required in noncancer patients and nonoutpatient settings to truly measure the effect of PCOMs implementation on palliative care. Furthermore, many of the frequently used PCOMs at both Levels 1 and 2 of the review, such as the EORTC QLQ-C30, are research based. These are well suited for RCTs but may not be as useful for clinical implementation projects; the use of researchbased measures may limit the clinical applicability of our results. More evidence using clinical PCOMs such as the ESAS and POS is needed.
There is also limited information about feedback of PCOMs data to groups of people, such as multidisciplinary teams, rather than to individual doctors or nurses. The one study that investigated the feedback of PCOMs to multidisciplinary teams found a positive effect on patient depression. 48 The multidisciplinary team is an integral part of palliative care provision, and evidence of the effect of feedback to teams, rather than individuals, is, therefore, of particular interest in this setting; hence, more work is needed in this area.
In this review, the main effect of capture and feedback of PCOMs data is a beneficial effect on patient and possibly caregiver emotional and psychological HRQOL. The evidence supporting this is predominantly from high-quality articles; however, it is not extensive, and the mechanism behind this requires further exploration. More qualitative or mixed-methods research investigating the link between PCOMs feedback and emotional/psychological HRQOL is warranted.
The evidence from this review demonstrates that feedback of PCOMs provides no improvement in symptom burden or overall HRQOL in palliative care. Further research should investigate the reasons behind this to allow more effective future implementation of patient-centered outcome measurement. Implementation projects should embed research to understand how and why the implementation works or fails to work. The ongoing Outcomes Assessment and Complexity Collaborative project 56 aims to implement outcome measurement in palliative care in South London and will take into account the findings of this review.
Conclusion
We have presented evidence that implementation of PCOMs in palliative care improves processes of care and psychological and emotional HRQOL. To date, the evidence for impact on psychological outcomes is only moderate, but it does indicate that PCOMs data capture and feedback can positively impact patients' health status. However, there is evidence that PCOMs feedback does not appear to improve overall HRQOL in palliative care. The evidence for these conclusions predominantly stems from oncology settings. To aid implementation projects, future work should investigate other disease areas and particularly other settings of care relevant to palliative care patients.
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